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PROFESSIONAL  AWARENESS
FUNDAMENTALS  OF  ACCOUNTING

DEFINITION AND SCOPE
A commonly accepted definition of accounting

is that "Accounting is the art of recording,
classifying, and summarizing in a significant manner
and in terms of money, transactions and events
which are of financial character and interpreting the
results thereof."

According to this definition, accounting can be
divided into two broad areas:

(1) Preparing the accounts
(2) Interpreting the results
The first part is called Financial Accounting

and the second is called Management Accounting.
The process of preparing the accounts starts with
journalizing the transaction and ends with
preparation of final accounts i.e. Balance Sheet and
Profit and Loss Account.  Interpreting the results
implies application of various methods and tools to
extract required information from the Accounts in
the desired format, which helps in decision making.
Based on this, the basic functions of accounting as
mentioned in the definition are explained as below:

(1) Recording : This is starting function of
accounting which ensures that all business
transactions of financial character are recorded in
the orderly manner.  The primary book of recording
the transactions is ‘Journal’.  For the purpose of
convenience in recording the transactions, this book
may be further divided into various subsidiary books
like Cash book, Purchase book, Sales book etc.
depending on the nature and size of the business.

(2) Classifying : This function of accounting is
concerned with the systematic analysis of the
recorded data, with a view to group transactions of
one nature at one place.  This work is done in the
book called ‘Ledger’.  Here, all the transactions are
classified into different categories according to their
nature.

(3) Summarising : This involves presenting
the classified data in a manner which is
understandable and useful to the internal as well as
the external users of accounts.  This involves
preparation of Trial Balance, Profit and Loss account
and Balance Sheet.

(4) Analysing and Interpreting : It means that
the data should be analyzed and interpreted in a
manner that end users can make a meaningful
judgement about the performance and condition of
the entity and important decisions can be taken.
This is done through the tools of management
accounting like Ratio analysis, Cash flow analysis
etc.

At this stage, it is important to know the
following things about accounting :

(1) Accounting is an art which helps in
achieving the objectives of business.

(2) Transactions are recorded in accounts in
terms of money and not any other unit like
kg., litre, kilometer etc.

(3) Accounting records only transactions
which are of financial nature. Qualitative
information is not recorded in accounting.

NEED FOR ACCOUNTING
Accounting has rightly been termed as the

language of business.  As the main function of
language is communication, accounting also
communicates the results of business operations to
various parties who have some stake in the business
viz., the owner, creditors, investors, government and
various other agencies. Though accounting is
generally associated with business but apart from
business persons like housewife, government and
other individuals also make use of accounting.  So,
accounting helps the users to know

1. The sources from which cash is received
and purposes for which it is utilized
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2. Whether the receipts are more than the
payments or vice-versa ?

3. The balance of cash in hand or deficit, if
any at any given point of time

4. The assets and liabilities of the entity
OBJECTIVES OF ACCOUNTING

The following can be considered as the main
objectives of accounting :

(a) To keep systematic records
(b) To protect the business properties from

unjustified use
(c) To ascertain the operational profit or loss

of the enterprise
(d) To ascertain the financial position of the

enterprise
(e) To help the management in decision making

BOOK KEEPING AND ACCOUNTING
Many people consider book keeping and

accounting as synonymous. But they are different.
Book keeping is mainly concerned with the recording
of financial transactions in an orderly manner. The
work of a book keeper is of clerical nature and can
be done easily with the help of computers. But
accounting is primarily concerned with designing
the systems for  recording, classifying and
summarizing the recorded data and interpreting them
for the users. An accountant is required to have a
much higher level of knowledge, conceptual
understanding and analytical skill than what is
required for a book keeper.
ACCOUNTING AS AN INFORMATION SYSTEM

Accounting is part of the larger information
system of any organization which is called MIS
(Management Information System). It provides
useful information to the people in the organization
as well as those outside the organization. According
to AICPA (American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants), “The function of accounting is to
provide quantitative information, primarily financial
in nature, about economic entities that is intended
to be useful in making economic decisions”. Due to
this only, accounting is often called the ‘Language
of Business’.  Accounting information, if properly
used, can help the managers take vital decisions

which are useful for the long term effective
functioning of the organization. Apart from the
managers, the following are the main users of
accounting information:

1. Proprietor (Owner) : They use accounting
information to judge the financial position of the
organization and to take decision whether to
continue business as a whole or to sell one or more
of its undertakings.

2. Creditors : Creditors are interested in
financial statements to know whether the enterprise
will be in a position to repay its liabilities in the
short term as well as in the long run.

3. Prospective Investors : A person who is
considering an investment in the business will like
to know about its profitability and financial position
before making investment so he will need financial
statement to study.

4. Government : The government is interested
in knowing whether the enterprise is complying with
the provisions of various laws including correct
payment of taxes.

5. Employees : The employees are interested
in the financial statements on account of various
profit sharing and bonus schemes.  Their interest
may further increase in case they purchase shares
of companies in which they are employed.

6. Society : A common citizen is interested in
knowing whether a private company is doing any
social work to improve the life of the citizens living
in the area of its activity.  He is also interested in
the accounts of a government company as they are
run by the taxes paid by the citizens.
BRANCHES OF ACCOUNTING

As already mentioned, based on the definition
of accounting, two broad categories or branches of
accounting have developed viz.,  Financial
accounting and Management accounting.

(A) Financial Accounting : It is the original
form of accounting.  It is mainly confined with the
preparation of financial statements i.e. Profit and
Loss account and Balance sheet.  It takes care of
recording, classifying and the summarizing functions
of accounting.  It only presents the facts regarding
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the operations and financial condition of the
enterprise.

(B) Management Accounting : This branch
takes care of the analyzing and interpreting function
of accounting. It provides the managers as well as
the researchers useful interpretations of the
profitability and financial position of the enterprise.
This information helps them to take important
decisions. According to CIMA, "Management
accounting is the application of accounting
information in such a way as to assist the
management in taking policy decisions in the
planning and control of the business”.
Management accounting uses the data provided by
the financial accounting only. Moreover, financing
accounting is legally compulsory for any business
enterprise, whereas the management accounting is
voluntary.
CASH AND MERCANTILE SYSTEM

In the cash system of accounting, journal entry
is made only when cash is received or paid, no
entry being made when a payment or receipt is
merely due. In the mercantile system, a record is
made on the basis of amounts having become due
for payment or the receipt, which is popularly known
as the amount being accrued. So, in this system, the
entry is made twice viz., first when the amount
becomes due for receipt or payment and secondly
when actual payment is received or paid. For example,
interest income due but not received, rent payable,
salary payable etc. are recorded in accrual system
but not in cash system. Also, under mercantile
system, all income and expenditure which are
recorded in the account only in the year to which
they pertain irrespective of when the actual payment
is made or received. On the other hand, in cash
accounting system entry is made when the
transaction takes place irrespective of the period to
which it belongs.
TYPES OF ACCOUNTS

All the accounts used in the accounting system
are classified into three major types which have
their sub types. The classification of accounts can
be explained with the following chart :

Personal Accounts : These are the accounts of
persons with whom the business deals.  They are
categorized into following categories:

(1) Natural Personal Accounts :  The term
Natural Persons means persons who are
creation of God.  For example, Ram's
account, Narendra's account, Pooja's
account etc.

(2) Artificial Personal Accounts : These are
accounts of corporate bodies and
institutions which act as persons under
the law i.e. they are creations of the Law.
For example, Reliance's account, Infosys
Limited's account, Co-operative society's
account etc.

(3) Representative Personal Accounts : These
are accounts which represent a certain
person or group of persons but are not in
their name. For example, Outstanding rent
account represents landlord as the rent is
due to him. Similarly, Advance Tax paid
account represents the government as the
debtor.

Real Accounts : These are the accounts of
assets of the business. They are classified as
following :

(a) Tangible Real Account : It relates to those
items which can be seen, touched, felt and
measured like Cash account, Stock account,
Machine account etc. Here, it should be
noted that bank account is Personal
account since it represents the account of
the banking company - an artificial person.

(b) Intangible Real Accounts : These account
represent things which cannot be touched
or seen but they can be measured in terms
of money e.g. Patent's account, Goodwill
account etc.

Nominal Accounts : These accounts are opened
in the books to simply explain the nature of the
transaction.  They do not exist actually. For example,
expenses like Salary, Rent, Commission, Freight etc.
They are opened only to explain where the cash has
gone otherwise it is difficult to explain for which
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purpose the cash was utilized. These accounts
include all the expenses, losses, incomes and gains
of the enterprise. The examples of incomes or gains
are : Dividend, Profit on sale of assets etc.
DOUBLE ENTRY SYSTEM

Rules of Debit and Credit : The transactions in
the Journal are recorded on the basis of the rules
of debit and credit.  The rules are made according
to the type of accounts as explained above. The
rules are as under :

For Personal Accounts,
“DEBIT THE RECEIVER AND CREDIT THE

GIVER”
For Real accounts,

“DEBIT WHAT COMES IN AND CREDIT
WHAT GOES OUT”

For Nominal accounts,
“DEBIT ALL EXPENSES AND LOSSES

AND CREDIT ALL INCOMES AND GAINS”
FUNDAMENTAL ACCOUNTING EQUATION

The fundamental accounting equation is based
on the division of all types of accounts into only
three categories:

(a) Assets (b) Liabilities    (c) Equity
The equation is

Assets = Liabilities + Capital
This equation represents that what the company

owes to outsides is equal to what the company has
received from outsiders.  Here, for the company,
even the owners are outsiders and are a liability for
the company which is shown separately as capital.
Whenever, a firm enters into any transaction, this
equation gets affected.  But as per the double entry
system, this equation will always hold true.
RECORDS AND TERMS IN ACCOUNTING

In an accounting system, various kinds of
records are maintained and various terms are used.
As a student of commerce, you must have learnt
them. But, as a revision, these records and terms are
explained hereunder:

1. Voucher :  The basic record of any
accounting system is 'Voucher'.  A voucher is a
documentary evidence in support of a transaction.

For example, a cash memo showing cash sale, invoice
showing credit sale etc.

2. Cash Book :  It is meant to record all the
cash transactions of the firm. Cash book can be
single column, two column or three column. In one
column cash book, only cash account is maintained.
In two column cash book, the bank account is also
maintained. Sometimes, cash is deposited in bank or
withdrawn from the bank.  In this case, entry is
made on both the sides of the cash book. Such
transactions are known as 'Contra' transactions or
‘Contra Entry’. Some firms also maintain a three-
column cash book which apart from the above two
accounts also maintains cash discount received and
paid account. In case of cash and bank accounts,
their closing balances are found out and carried
forward but cash discount column is only totalled
and not balanced.

3. Journal :  It is the basic book of accounts
which records all the transactions of a firm. In case
the firm is maintaining the subsidiary books of
accounts then the transactions which do not appear
in those books, find their place in the journal.

4. Purchase and Sales Book : They constitute
the bulk of the transactions of a trading firm.  Since,
most of the firms make sales and purchases on
credit basis, they need to know the extent of it. For
this purpose, these two subsidiary books are
maintained. Only credit purchases and sales of
goods in which the firm deals in are recorded in
these books. The purchases are evidenced by credit
bills received from the supplier whereas sales are
supported by the invoice made out against the
customer. With this, many firms also maintain
separate books for goods returned to the suppliers
and goods returned by the customers, which are
known as 'Return Books'.

5. Debit and Credit Notes : A debit note is
issued to a party for raising a debit against that
party for various reasons like return of goods,
availing some discounts etc.  When the debit note
is issued, the issuing firm debits the account of the
person to whom it is issued and the person receiving
it credits the sending firm. The reverse is for the
credit note.
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6. Ledger : The book which contains all
accounts is known as the ledger.  Since final
information pertaining to the final accounts emerges
only from accounts, the ledger is also called 'Principal
book'. Other books like purchase or sales book,
journal etc. merely facilitates the preparation of
accounts or the ledger, they are known as subsidiary
books or books of original entry. The cash book
has unique position.  It is a subsidiary book because
cash entries are first entered here and then other
accounts are prepared. But, it also contains the
accounts of bank and cash itself and hence is a part
of ledger. So, it is a book of original entry as well
as the Principal book.

7. Operating Expenses : These are expenses
of the business connected with the basic  or day to
day functioning of the enterprise. These include
production, administration as well as selling
expenses. Similarly, operating incomes are income
from business activities.

8. Non-Operating Expenses : These are
expenses not directly associated with the main
activity of the enterprise like interest payment.
Similarly, non-operating incomes are not associated
with the principal activity of the business like
dividend on investments.

9. Trade and Cash Discount : Trade discount
is given by the seller at the time of sale of product
which is deducted from price of product. The bill is
raised by seller after deducting trade discount. Cash
discount is provided to the buyer for making
payment earlier than scheduled time. No journal
entry for trade discount is made whereas cash
discount is loss for seller and income for buyer.

10. Current Assets : These are assets of the
enterprise which are expected to be converted into
cash within the normal operating cycle of the
business which is one year.

11. Current Liabilities :  Such liabilities which
will become due for payment within one year and
are normally paid out of current assets.

12. Working Capital :  It refers to the
investment made by the enterprise in the business
to keep the business going on smoothly. It is

represented as the difference between the current
assets and current liabilities. Sometimes, it is also
referred as Net Working Capital.  In such a case,
Gross Working Capital is equal to the current assets.
TRIAL BALANCE

Trial balance is a statement containing the
ledger balances of all the accounts on a particular
date.  It has two sides viz., debit and credit to show
the balance of a particular account.  As under the
double entry system, every transaction has two
sides i.e. credit and debit which are equal.  Therefore,
when we take the balances of all the accounts, the
total of accounts with debit balance should match
with the total of accounts with credit balance.  The
following are the objectives of preparing the trial
balance :

1. Checking the arithmetic accuracy of the
accounting entries and their postings.

2. It gives a bird's eye view of the balances
in various accounts.

3. It is a useful basis for the preparation of
P&L account and Balance Sheet.

4. If the total of debit and credit side of Trial
balance matches, it gives reasonable
assurance of accuracy of accounts.  But,
still there can be some mistakes.  This has
been explained later.

GENERALLY ACCEPTED PRINCIPLES OF
ACCOUNTING

The practice of accounting is influenced and
guided by certain conventions, concepts and
principles which from experience are proved
acceptable and useful.  The term 'Concept' is used
to connote accounting assumptions or conditions
upon which accounting is based.  On the other
hand, 'Convention' is used to signify customs or
traditions as a guide to the preparation of accounting
statements.  While concepts have logical thinking
and rationality at their base, the conventions are
established by the practicability and use over a
long period of time.
CONVENTIONS OF ACCOUNTING

The following are treated as basic conventions
of accounting :
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(A) Consistency : The principle of consistency
implies that the same accounting procedure and
method should be continuously followed by a firm
from year to year.  They should not be changed
frequently. This principle helps in making the
statements comparable over a period of time. This
principle applies more to items like depreciation,
valuation of closing stock, deferred revenue
expenditure etc.  where a number of methods are
available to accountant for valuation.  According to
this convention, whatever method suitable to the
organization, once applied, should be applied every
year.

If at all, any change in the accounting procedure
or method is considered necessary, then such
changes giving due explanation made and its effect
should be clearly stated in the accounts.

(B) Conservatism : This is one of the most
recognized and widely practiced accounting
conventions. It recognizes the natural human
behaviour of playing safe.  According to this
principle, all future losses and expenses are to be
recognized whereas all future incomes and profits
should be ignored. It is on this basis, the value of
closing stock is taken at the cost or market price,
whichever is lower.  Some other examples of
convention of conservatism are the provision for
bad and doubtful debts and provision for fluctuation
in the value of investment, showing joint life policy
at surrender value, not providing for discount on
creditors etc.

But, there are certain drawbacks of this
convention. Excessive application of this concept
leads to creation of secret reserves. It is contrary to
the policy of full disclosure and consistency.
Moreover, it conflicts with the concept of matching
of revenues and costs. Therefore, it should be
cautiously followed.

(C) Materiality : It implies that the accountant
need not record events which are trivial considering
the size of organisation and the work of recording
them is not justified by the usefulness of the results.
For example expenditure of Rs. 1,30,000.05 may be
written as Rs. 1,30,000. Also, many small events can
be clubbed under one accounting head instead of

showing each of them separately. For example, many
small expenses on different stationary items are
clubbed under one head or certain petty expenses
are clubbed as 'Sundry expenses'.

Materiality is a relative concept. What is material
for one firm may be immaterial for another.  Moreover,
materiality is related not only to the monetary value
but also with the importance of the item. An item is
considered material if it is large enough to influence
the judgement or decision based on accounting
reports.

(D) Disclosure : The term disclosure suggests
that all accounting statements should be honest
and full disclosure of all significant information
should be made. However, it does not mean that all
information like sale price, details of customers
should be disclosed but a sufficient disclosure of
an information which is of material interest to
proprietors, creditors and investors and affect their
decision making should be made. This principle has
more to do with the disclosures regarding the
accounting policies and significant events of the
firm. The accounting statements should conform to
the generally accepted accounting principles.
Moreover, where an important change has been
made in presentation of information, as compared to
preceding accounting periods, the nature of such
change should be clearly indicated.
CONCEPTS OR ASSUMPTIONS OF
ACCOUNTING

Of all the concepts and conventions, certain
fundamental accounting assumptions underlie the
preparation and presentation of financial statements.
They are usually not specifically stated because
their acceptance and use are assumed. Disclosure is
necessary if they are not followed.  The following
have been generally accepted as fundamental
accounting assumptions:-

(1) The Going Concern Concept : This concept
is based on the assumption that the business will
continue for the indefinite period or a sufficiently
long period. Except the undertaking of a particular
venture, it is assumed that business will last for a
long time. It is due to this assumption that the fixed
assets are usually stated in the balance sheet at the
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acquisition cost less provision for depreciation
without any regard to the actual market value of the
asset. The transactions are so recorded that the
benefits likely to accrue in future of the money
spent now are also taken into account.

For example, when a machine (expected to last
for 10 years) is acquired, the total cost of the
machine is not treated as an expense in the year in
which it is acquired. Only a part of its cost is charged
to profit and loss account every year in the name
of depreciation. Similarly, the Contingent liabilities
are shown at the footnote of the balance sheet with
the assumption that the business is going to
continue for a long time.

(2) Business Entity Concepts : According to
this concept, business is considered as a distinct
entity from its owners, managers and employees. In
the accounting, the business has a separate
personality and accountant must take note of the
transactions between the business entity and its
owners or employees just like the transactions with
the third parties.

It should be remembered that companies and
co-operative societies have legal existence or entity
for all purposes but there is no separate legal entity
for a sole proprietor or partnership.  However,
accounting will distinguish the business from the
owners in all cases.  So, even a sole proprietorship
and partnership firm has a separate accounting entity
though not separate legal entities.

Accordingly, all the transactions of the
business are recorded in the books of the business
from the viewpoint of the business entity and the
owner is treated as a creditor to the extent of his
capital. This is clear from the fact that capital is
shown as a liability in the balance sheet. Any
personal expense of the owner done from the money
of the business is considered as reduction in capital
(Drawings). If any expenditure does not involve the
money of the business, it does not appear in the
accounts.

(3) Money Measureent Concept : As per this
concept, only such transactions and events which
can be expressed in terms of money are recorded.

In other words, the transactions and events on
which money value cannot be put will not be
recorded in the books of account even though the
events may be extremely important. For example, if
the chairman of the company dies in a plane crash,
though the event may be a great loss to the
company, it will not be recorded in the books of
account, as it has no money value.

The main advantage of expressing events in
monetary terms is that money provides a common
denominator by means of which heterogeneous
facts of the business can be expressed in one single
object. It also avoids the subjective judgement about
the importance of an event.

(4) Accounting Period Concept : Net income
for the entire life of an organization is relatively
easy to measure. It is the difference between the
investments and returns. But, generally businesses
run for several years.  According to going concern
concept, they are assumed to continue for indefinite
period.  Therefore, it is imperative for the
management of the organization to know the results
of their business at regular intervals. This leads to
the Accounting period concept. It measures the
activities of the organization for a period of time,
called accounting period. Generally, it is one year
since it is assumed that during this period, most of
the kinds of business transactions does take place
one or more times.

(5) Cost Concept : Under this concept, in
accounting all transactions and events are recorded
at their monetary cost of acquisition i.e. actual
amount of money paid for the acquisition of the
asset or for receiving the goods or services.
Accounting should make a record of the transactions
on the objective basis. The personal views of the
people regarding the actual value of the asset are
not considered.

Elaborating the concept, it means that if an
asset does not cost anything, then such transaction
would not be recorded in the books of account.
Thus the knowledge and skill that is built up as
business operates, the teamwork within the
organization, managerial competence, a favourable
location etc. in spite of being valuable assets do
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not appear in the books of account.  However, if a
tangible asset is acquired at free of cost, then the
transaction is recorded at a nominal value of Re. 1
so that the record of the asset is available, according
to convention of disclosure.
BASIC ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

Basic accounting principles are the general rules
which are used as a guide in accounting and as a
basis of practice. These principles are based upon
logic and practical experience. These principles are
flexible and are modified from time to time to meet
the changing needs of business. These basic
accounting principles are as follows:

(1) The Realisation Principle : According to
this principle, revenue is deemed to be realised
earned when the goods have been transferred or
the services have been rendered to a customer. In
the realisation of revenue, the receipt of cash is not
significant. If a firm sells goods in April and receives
cash in June, revenue will be considered as realised
in April when the goods were sold.

Similarly, expenses are recognised not when
the cash is paid but when the assets or services are
used to produce revenue. For example, rent for
January 1, 2001 to 31 March, 2001, though unpaid,
will be recognised during the accounting year 2000-
2001. Likewise, cost of goods lost by fire is
immediately recognised in the year of loss.

(2) Maching Principle : According to
Matching principle, the revenues or income and the
expenses incurred to earn that income should be
matched so that net income of the business
operation is available in respect of a particular
period. This principle has led to formation of rules
regarding recognition of income as well as matching
the expenses to that income.

This concept implies two principles. The first is
that when revenue or sale is recognized to be earned,
then all costs incurred to produce or sell must be
considered.  And secondly, that when the cost is
incurred but sale or service is likely to be earned in
the future, then such cost should not be considered
during the current period. The result is that the
figures shown in P&L Account are mutually
interrelated and the resultant profit or loss is arrived

at only after considering relevant revenue and
relevant cost.

(a) When an item of revenue is included in the
profit and loss account, all expenses
incurred on it whether paid or not, should
be included in the profit and loss account.
Outstanding expenses are debited in the
profit and loss account on this basis.

(b) If an amount is spent, but revenue from it
will be earned in the next year, the amount
should be carried down as an asset and
should be shown as an expense next year.
Prepaid expenses (e.g., prepaid insurance)
are shown as assets in the balance sheet
on this basis.

(c) Cost of goods remaining unsold at the end
of the year together with expenses incurred
on them must be carried forward to the
next year. Therefore, closing stock is carried
over to the next year as opening stock.

(d) Incomes received in advance must be
treated as a liability, while income earned
but not received should be recognised as
revenue.

There is an exception to matching principle. In
case of losses against which no revenue is earned
or expected to earn, are debited to the P&L Account
in the year in which they are incurred. For example,
loss due to fire or theft.

(3) Accrual Principle : Accrual concept is very
much related to the Matching principle. The
mercantile system of accounting is based on accrual
concept only.  Under this, revenue is recognized
when it accrues, whether received in cash or not.
Accrual of income or expense arises when the right
to receive income or the obligation to pay for the
expenses is fixed.

According to this concept, as the income or
expenses accrue, they are recorded in the books of
account as outstanding income or expense, if cash
is not received or paid at the same time. Whenever
the cash is received or paid, the transaction is
recorded again and the outstanding balance is
cleared. Extending the concept, if any income is
received or expense is paid in advance (i.e. not
accrued), it is not taken into P&L Account, but is
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shown in the balance sheet as an asset or liability,
as the case may be.

(4) The Dual Aspect Principle : The economic
resources of an entity are called assets. The claims
of various parties against these assets are called
liabilities. Liabilities are of two types: Outside
liabilities (or simply liabilities) and Capital (liability
towards the owner). Since all types of assets of a
business are claimed by someone and business does
not have anything of its own, the total of these
claims cannot exceed the amount of assets to be
claimed, it follows that

ASSETS  =  LIABILITIES
As already explained, liabilities are of two types.

So, the above equation can be rewritten as below:
ASSETS  =  OUTSIDE LIABILITIES + CAPITAL
This is the Fundamental Accounting Equation,

which is the formal expression of the dual aspect
concept.  As per this concept, every transaction
has a dual impact on the accounting records and
this equation holds true all the time, as already
explained earlier.

(5) The Principle of Full Disclosure :
According to this principle, there should be complete
and understandable reporting on the financial
statements of all significant information relating to
the economic affairs of the firm. To meet the
requirements of this method of depreciation or
method of valuation of stock, market value of
investments and contingent liability are shown in
foot notes. For example, change in the method of
depreciation or method of valuation of stock, market
value of investments and contingent liability are
shown in footnotes. The Companies Act has
prescribed the proforma and contents of Balance
Sheet and Profit and Loss Account to ensure full
disclosure of financial information.

(6) The Principle of Vertifiable Objective :
This principle requires that all transactions recorded
in the books of accounts must be evidenced and
supported by business documents, such as cash
memos invoices, vouchers, etc. These supporting
documents provide the basis for making entries and
for audit. Objectivity principle also requires that the
accounting records must be free from the personal
bias of the owners and managers.

ACCOUNTING CONVENTIONS OR MODIFYING
PRINCIPLES

These principle are exceptions to the basic
accounting principles stated above. These modifying
principles are as under :

1. Principle of Materiality : This principle is
an exception to the principle of full disclosure.
According to this principle, items having an
insignificant effect or irrelevant to the user need not
be disclosed. American Accounting Association
defines materiality as, “An item should be regarded
as material if there is reason to believe that
knowledge of it would influence decision of informed
investor”. Materiality of an item depends on its
nature and amount. It should be noted that what is
material for one firm may be immaterial for another.
For example, the cost of small tools may be material
for a small repair workshop but may be immaterial
for TELCO. Therefore, the accountant should judge
the importance of each transaction or event to
determine its materiality.

2. Principle of Consistency : This principle
states that accounting procedures and methods
should remain consistent from one year to another.
These should not be changed from year to year as
otherwise the net profits of different years will not
be comparable. For example, a firm can choose any
one of the several methods of depreciation. But the
method once chosen should be followed consistently
year after year. However, change may be made to
adopt improved techniques of accounting, to keep
accounting flexible and to ensure better disclosure
of financial information. In case a change becomes
necessary, the change and its effect should be stated
clearly.

3. Principle of Conservatism or Prudence :
According to this principle record all anticipated
losses but ignore all anticipated gains. Conservatism
is thus, the policy of playing safe. Some examples
of the application of this principle are :

(a) Closing stock is valued at cost price or
market price whichever is less.

(b) Provision for doubtful debts is created in
anticipation of actual bad debts.

(c) Joint life insurance policy is shown at
surrender value as against the premiums paid.
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